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Anyone visiting German-speaking countries and re-gions is reminded at every
turn that official German – as it is
spoken – is not uniform; rather, it is a
polymorphic entity characterised by
regional variations. German di-
alects contribute to the colour and
character of the German language –
and this is no recent phenomenon.
Scientific interest in German di-
alects and their regional distribution
began in the 19th century. More
precisely, it was a linguist from Mar-
burg, Georg Wenker, who started
the trend in 1876 with an exhaustive
survey of German dialects. He cre-
ated an atlas that became known as
the “Linguistic Atlas of the German
Empire”, which is still considered to
be the world’s most comprehensive
documentation of the dialects of an
individual language. Wenker’s
method was simple and effective:
he composed a questionnaire con-
taining sentences in High German,
which he then sent to every school
in the German Empire with a re-
quest for translation into the local
dialect. The initial survey carried
out by Wenker targeted the region
around Düsseldorf. When this was
successfully completed, he turned
next to Westphalia and later ex-
tended the collection of data to
cover northern and central Ger-
many and, finally, southern Ger-
many. In this way, the dialects of 
almost 45,000 locations (villages,
cities and city precincts) were docu-
mented over the course of eleven
years, amounting to a complete sur-
vey of German dialects. This materi-
al represents the only linguistic doc-
umentation in the history of most of
these places. As linguistic material
was also collected from the former
Prussian territories, some dialects,
which have since been lost or are
disappearing, have been partially
preserved. Wenker and his col-
leagues transferred the collected
data onto linguistic maps, revealing
the linguistic differences between
the German dialects. By the time
work was discontinued in 1923, the
atlas consisted of 1643 hand-drawn
linguistic maps. The maps’ com-
bined format of 140 cm x 140 cm and
the 22 colours in which they are
drawn made a complete publication
of the work as a printed atlas infea-
sible from the outset. Since the
maps and questionnaires are very
valuable as sources, dialect re-
searchers from around the world
have been compelled to travel time4
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of the linguistic map opens up new possibilities for international research
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and again to the “Research Institute
for German Language – Deutscher
Sprachatlas” in Marburg, where the
material is archived. In addition, the
passing of well over 100 years and
heavy use have led to conservation
problems. The colours have partial-
ly faded and, despite its high quali-
ty, the paper is now aging. It is at
this point that a project supported
by the Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft (German Research
Foundation, DFG) and known in
specialist circles as the Digital
Wenker Atlas began. At heart, this
involved an archival operation with
the complete digitalisation and film-
ing of all the material between 2001
and 2003. But digitalisation also en-
abled the publication of all of the
material on the Internet. Further, it
furnished the basis for further scien-
tific analysis of the material. Over
time, an information system for lin-
guistic geography, with which the
dynamics and transformations of
the German language can be exam-
ined, has grown out of the published
cartographic materials.
What makes 19th-century dialect
data so interesting? The answer is
that these data represent a “linguis-
tic stage” that had not changed
much since the formation of the
early-modern territories. It is only as
a result of the technical, political
and social changes of the 20th cen-
tury that the dialects have been
brought into competition with stan-
dard High German in a new way.
The massive migratory movements
connected with industrialisation
and the consequences of war, and
the dissemination of High German
as a spoken language with the ad-
vent of broadcasting in the 1920s
played an important role here. The
data collected by Wenker therefore
represent, with geographic accura-
cy, the linguistic starting point of an
ongoing development. Wenker’s
data offer an historical reference
point for the current linguistic situa-
tion of all local dialects. But it is also
possible to draw conclusions re-
garding historical developments
leading up to the 19th century from
the linguistic maps. In this regard,
the material provides a unique
source for the understanding of lin-
guistic change and its mechanisms.
The publication of the historical cartography on the Internet presents a formidable techni-
cal challenge. Graphic files with a
size of up to two gigabytes can be
transferred over the Internet and
virtually combined in accordance
with the researcher’s interests; that
is, different linguistic maps can be
interactively superimposed and
analysed. This is achieved using
methods developed for the process-
ing of satellite images. In a process
that takes several hours, a special
cartographic programme converts
all pixel coordinates into geographi-
cal coordinates. The result of this
process, known as “georeferenc-
ing”, is a map-image that furnishes
the exact geographical coordinates
for every pixel. This allows geo-
graphical information to be related
to linguistic topics. For example, it
becomes possible to combine the
linguistic maps with a three dimen-
sional elevation model or a map of
historical territorial borders, in order
to visualise spatial dependencies.
The high geographical accuracy en-
ables precise analyses of linguistic
transformations. Since the 1970s,
numerous regional linguistic atlases
of the German-speaking territory
have been created, which record
the linguistic status of the dialects
during and after the transformations
of the 20th century. This informa-
tion can be integrated with the sys-
tem, and the 19th-century maps
combined with those from the 20th.
The linguistic transformations of the 5
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Researchers make the shifting energy
concentration in the human voice visible
with aid of a “spectrograph”. The
sentence “There the grapes are unloaded
and crushed” is being spoken here in a
Rhine-Franconian dialect. Below: Section
of a linguistic map. It gives a detailed
illustration of the regional and local
forms of the word “brother”.
last 100 years thereby become im-
mediately visible. The results of
such comparisons are highly infor-
mative. They show that the linguis-
tic system of many of these dialects
has not changed greatly. The princi-
pal change is in the number of
speakers: individuals who have ac-
quired their local dialect as native
speakers are less common, while
their contemporary dialect remains
very similar to that of the 19th cen-
tury. In some regions, however,
there have been distinct changes.
The transformation is then mostly in
the direction of High German. But it
is those rare cases in which the di-
alects develop away from the stan-
dard language that are especially
revealing. These are of great import
for the analysis of linguistic trans-
formation. In its guise as an infor-
mation system for linguistic geogra-
phy, the Digital Wenker Atlas inte-
grates a substantial amount of addi-
tional material aside from historical
and contemporary linguistic maps,
such as survey questionnaires,
sound recordings and bibliographi-
cal entries that can be called up
with a click of the mouse. While the
survey questionnaires present all of
the historical data from a particular
place in its original context, the
sound recordings provide a basis
for the scientific analysis of the spo-
ken language. Even though the
sound recordings were taken a few
decades after Wenker, this material
makes a tangible experience of the
character of a dialect possible for
the layperson in a way that written
surveys cannot match. The online
bibliography is another special fea-
ture. In the next few years, all pub-
lished and unpublished studies of
German dialects, and studies from
related scientific disciplines, are to
be recorded in this bibliography.
The Digital Wenker Atlas thereby
sets a standard which goes beyond
linguistics and offers an interdisci-
plinary information system for lin-
guistic geography that is available
on the Internet for free to anyone
who is interested.
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In the three-dimensional model: In the
Rhine rift area, a language border runs
right through the Kaiserstuhl. Below:
Handwritten questionnaires from the
palatine town of Kirchheim am Eck. In
1876, the linguist Georg Wenker began
distributing questionnaires containing
sentences in High German and requesting
that these be translated into the local
dialect. 
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